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Key Points:20

• Seismic noise on Mars is polarized in the horizontal plane at low frequency (0.03-21

0.3 Hz) and in the vertical plane at high frequency (0.3-1 Hz).22

• Polarization azimuth varies with local hour and season and follows the wind di-23

rection during the day.24

• Polarization at day time can partly be explained by pressure effects and/or acous-25

tic emission and seismic wavefield may only be identified in the evening.26
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Abstract27

Seismic noise recorded at the surface of Mars has been monitored since February 2019,28

using the seismometers of the InSight lander. The noise on Mars can reach -200 dB and29

is 500 times lower than on Earth at night and it increases of 30 dB during the day. We30

analyze its polarization as a function of time and frequency in the band 0.03-1Hz. We31

use the degree of polarization to extract signals with stable polarization independent of32

their amplitude and type of polarization. We detect polarized signals at all frequencies33

and all times. Glitches correspond to linear polarized signals which are more abundant34

during the night. For signals with elliptical polarization, the ellipse is in the horizontal35

plane with clockwise and anti-clockwise motion below 0.3 Hz (LF). Above 0.3 Hz (HF)36

and except in the evening, the ellipse is in the vertical plane and the major axis is tilted37

with respect to the vertical. While polarization azimuths are different in the two frequency38

bands, they both vary as a function of local hour and season. They are also correlated39

with wind direction, particularly during the daytime. We investigate possible aseismic40

and seismic origins of the polarized signals. Lander or tether noise can be discarded. Pres-41

sure fluctuations transported by environmental wind may explain part of the HF polar-42

ization but not the tilt of the ellipse. This tilt can be obtained if the source is an acous-43

tic emission coming from high altitude at critical angle. Finally, in the evening when the44

wind is low, the measured polarized signals can be interpreted as a seismic wavefield that45

would be the Mars seismic background noise.46

Plain Language Summary47

Seismic noise at the surface of Mars was unknown until the first measurements by48

the seismometers from the InSight mission in January 2019. On Earth, the microseis-49

mic noise (0.05-1Hz) is composed dominantly of surface waves generated by the numer-50

ous sources related to ocean wave activities. On Mars, because there is no ocean, seis-51

mic noise is down to 500 times lower than on Earth reaching -200 dB in acceleration at52

night. In order to determine the nature of the Mars noise, we analyze its polarization53

with a statistical method and show that it is different to that on Earth. Between 0.03-54

0.3Hz (LF), we detect signals with elliptical polarization in the horizontal plane. Between55

0.3-1Hz (HF), signals have elliptical polarization in the vertical plane. The polarization56

ellipse azimuth gives the direction toward the source. On Mars, these azimuths are vary-57

ing as a function of local hour and season and they are correlated with wind direction58

during the daytime. The HF polarized signals may be explained by local effects of pres-59

sure fluctuations and/or by acoustic emission coming from high altitudes in particular60

conditions. It is only in the evening when the wind is low, that the measured polarized61

signals point to propagating seismic waves that would be the Mars seismic background62

noise.63
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1 Introduction64

The Insight mission landed on the planet Mars on November 2019 (Banerdt et al.,65

2020; Lognonne et al., 2020) and deployed a seismic package (SEIS) which has recorded66

continuous seismic signals since February 2019. Seismic noise level is a crucial param-67

eter for the success of the mission because marsquakes can only be detected when their68

amplitudes are above the station noise level (Giardini et al., 2020). Seismic noise is also69

of interest in itself to study the corresponding natural phenomena that excite the noise70

wavefield on Mars. It may correspond to propagating waves from sources yet to be dis-71

covered or it may be partly or completely controlled by local environmental effects. The72

origin of these local effects was extensively studied and modeled prior the mission launch73

and might be related to pressure ground deformation (Lognonné & Mosser, 1993), ther-74

mal effects (Van Hoolst et al., 2003), lander induced noise (Murdoch et al., 2017) as re-75

viewed by Mimoun et al. (2017). If Mars seismic noise contains propagating waves, the76

noise might be useful for imaging the planet interior, from local scale (Romero & Schim-77

mel, 2018; Berbellini et al., 2019), to global scale (Schimmel et al., 2011a; Nishikawa et78

al., 2019).79

The seismic noise spectrum on Earth has a characteristic shape that can be observed80

everywhere on continents, on islands or at the ocean bottom (Stutzmann et al., 2009).81

The Earth noise spectrum has two peaks around 0.14 and 0.07 Hz called secondary and82

primary microseisms and a minimum between 0.05 and 0.005 Hz called hum. Sources83

of microseisms and hum are related to the ocean wave activity (e.g. Hasselmann (1963);84

Tanimoto et al. (1998); Rhie and Romanowicz (2006); Tanimoto (2007); Stutzmann et85

al. (2012); Ardhuin et al. (2015)). As there is no fluid ocean on Mars, similar microseisms86

and hum sources do not exist. Below 0.002 Hz, noise on Earth is caused by free air and87

inertial effects exerted by atmospheric perturbations on the sensor mass (Zürn & Wielandt,88

2007). The density of Mars’ atmosphere close to the surface is about 100 times less than89

on Earth, yet atmosphere-induced seismic signal, especially ground deformation induced90

by vortex-induced pressure drops have been reported by SEIS (Banerdt et al., 2020; Lognonne91

et al., 2020; Kenda et al., 2020; Garcia et al., 2020), as suggested by the pre-launch mod-92

eling and Earth tests (Lorenz et al., 2015; Kenda et al., 2017; Murdoch et al., 2017).93

In 1976, a first seismometer recorded the seismic noise on Mars in the framework94

of the Viking mission (Anderson et al., 1977). The seismometer was located on the top95

of the lander and therefore it mostly recorded the response of the lander to the wind.96

To overcome this problem, which was also recorded before SEIS was deployed (Panning97

et al., 2020), the SEIS seismometers were placed on the ground and covered by a Wind98

and Thermal Shield (WTS).99

To determine the nature of the seismic noise recorded on Mars, one way is to an-100

alyze its polarization. On Earth, the polarization depends on the frequency band. Sec-101

ondary microseisms are dominantly Rayleigh waves and their polarization is elliptical102

in the vertical plane (Haubrich & McCamy, 1969; Tanimoto & Rivera, 2005; Tanimoto103

et al., 2006). The ellipse back azimuth gives the direction toward the sources. Due to104

the continuously changing ocean wave activity, each seismic station simultaneously records105

Rayleigh waves from multiple sources. Therefore, statistical methods have been devel-106

oped to analyze the secondary microseisms polarization and investigate the sources (Schimmel107

et al., 2011b; Stutzmann et al., 2009). At lower frequency, Rayleigh and Love waves of108

primary microseisms and hum are equipartioned (Nishida et al., 2008; Nishida, 2014).109

A first attempt to investigate the noise polarization on Mars was proposed by Suemoto110

and Tsuji (2020) who analyzed data from sol 75 to 211. They showed a correlation with111

wind in agreement with Lognonne et al. (2020) and they identified P and Rayleigh waves112

in the frequency band 0.125 to 8 Hz. As shown below, we use a different method for mea-113

suring the polarization and we do not identify Rayleigh waves. In particular, the polar-114

ization that we measure below 0.3 Hz is in the horizontal plane which cannot correspond115
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to Rayleigh waves. Clinton et al. (2020) analyzed the polarization of all detected events.116

They measured a polarization corresponding to P or S waves for some events and no Rayleigh117

waves could be identified.118

To address the question of the nature of the seismic noise recorded on Mars, we mon-119

itor the continuous signal recorded by the three components of the broadband seismome-120

ter, SEIS, over the first year of the Insight mission. We analyzed the polarization in the121

frequency band 0.03-1Hz and we do not investigate lander modes which are at higher122

frequency. We show that the polarization on Mars is very different than on Earth. We123

characterize the Mars noise polarization as a function of frequency and local time using124

a statistical approach. We then quantify the environmental local effect on the noise.125

2 Insight mission seismic data126

On November 26th 2018, Insight (Banerdt et al., 2020; Lognonne et al., 2019, 2020)127

landed on Mars. The lander is located in Elysium Planitia (Golombek et al., 2020), close128

to the equator (4.502◦N, 135.623◦E) in a flat area at an elevation of -2613.4 m with re-129

spect to the MOLA geoid. The topography map (Figure 1, top) shows that the struc-130

ture is flat around the station and toward the North and that the topography is higher131

with large craters toward the South. At the landing site, the topography is a gentle slope132

(less than 0.6o) down to the East (Golombek et al., 2020).133

In January 2019, the 3-component broadband and short period seismometers SEIS134

were placed on the ground, and a few weeks later they were covered by a Wind and Ther-135

mal Shield (WTS). Figure 1 (bottom) shows a sketch of the Insight station where we see136

that the lander is located to the North of SEIS. The distance between SEIS and the lan-137

der feet ranges from 1.81 m to 3.63 m. The other instrument on the ground (HP3, the138

Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package) is to the East of SEIS. These azimuths and139

distances are important for the interpretation of the noise polarization.140

Since mid February 2019, the three components of the SEIS broadband seismome-141

ter have continuously recorded the ground motion. We present here the analysis of the142

continuous broadband seismic data (from Mars SEIS data service), from February 18,143

2019 to April 13, 2020 which corresponds to sol 81 to 491. One sol is one day on Mars144

and corresponds to 24 hours and 37 minutes UTC. Sol 0 is the day InSight landed on145

Mars. The three components U, V, W of the broadband seismometer are corrected from146

the instrumental response and rotated to obtain the Z, N and E components. The North147

was determined by Savoie et al. (2020) and the corner frequency of the instrument is 0.1148

Hz. Our analysis is restricted to frequencies below 1 Hz because above 1 Hz the contin-149

uous signals contain tick noise at 1 Hz and several lander modes (Ceylan et al., 2020)150

which are not investigated here. Data display similar characteristics every sol and fig-151

ure 2 shows the 3 components of the ground velocity recorded by the broadband seis-152

mometer for two sols, 210 (June 30-July 1, 2019) and 310 (October 10-11, 2019) filtered153

between 0.03 and 1 Hz. We observe large amplitudes during the day and much weaker154

amplitudes at night on the 3 components. We also see numerous transient signals that155

are mostly glitches (Lognonne et al., 2020; Scholtz et al., 2020) or dust devils and wind156

gusts (Banerdt et al., 2020; Lognonne et al., 2020; Kenda et al., 2020).157

Daily spectrograms are computed and figures A1-A3 in the appendix show spec-158

trograms for sol 210 and 310 in which we observe similar diurnal variations for the 2 sols.159

Figure 3 (top plots) shows the probabilistic power spectral density (PPSD) in the fre-160

quency range 0.03-1Hz, computed over sol 82 to 491. For comparison, the Earth low noise161

model is plotted with dashed line (Peterson, 1993) and the instrument self noise (Lognonne162

et al., 2020) is shown in red. The PPSD and spectrograms are computed using obspy163

software (Beyreuther et al., 2010), following the classical method (e.g. McNamara and164

Buland (2004)) and data are cut in tapered windows of 1000 s with 50% overlap. The165
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vertical PPSD reaches a minimum of -200 dB in acceleration in the frequency range 0.1-166

0.5 Hz that is more than 50 dB (320 times) lower than the Earth LNM. This mimimum167

is also close to the estimated instrument self noise (red curve). The PPSD as a function168

of frequency has a V-shape that is very different to the noise PPSD on Earth. The PPSD169

slope is in 1/f2 at low frequency and f2 at high frequency, so the seismic spectrum am-170

plitude varies like 1/f and f , respectively. The PPSD variability of 20-30 dB is related171

to the diurnal variations. Whereas the noise curve on Earth is known to be related to172

primary and secondary microseisms, the origin of the V-shaped noise curve on Mars is173

an open question. Comparing the 3 components, the minimum PPSD is at 0.15 Hz for174

the vertical component and shifted toward 0.3-0.4 Hz on the 2 horizontal components.175

Finally, Mars noise is below the Earth low noise model in the frequency range 0.05-1 Hz176

on all 3 components. Mars noise is above the Earth low noise model below 0.04 Hz on177

the vertical component and below 0.05 Hz on the horizontal components.178

The median of the spectrograms as a function of local hour is shown in figure 3 (bot-179

tom plots). For all 3 components, the minimum is reached in the evening (16:00-24:00)180

with values of -200 to -210 dB, and then in the morning (0:00-5:00) with -200 to -205181

dB. The noise PSD is higher during the day (5:00-16:00) for all 3 components in the en-182

tire frequency band. Considering the pattern as a function of frequency, we see that above183

0.3 Hz all 3 components have a similar amplitude and therefore polarization analysis is184

required to further investigate the particle motion. Below 0.3 Hz, the horizontal com-185

ponents have higher amplitudes than the vertical component and therefore the polar-186

ization will be mostly in the horizontal plane. Nevertheless, the similar noise amplitudes187

on the two horizontal components suggests that there is no systematic bias in either of188

the horizontal components and that they can not be used to determine the azimuth of189

the ground motion.190

3 Polarization method191

The polarization describes the three-dimensional particle ground motion at the sta-192

tion considering seismic records along the three directions (north-south, east-west, and193

vertical up-down). Schimmel et al. (2011b) proposed a method to analyze noise polar-194

ization as a function of time and frequency. As the noise on Earth consists dominantly195

of Rayleigh waves, they selected only signals with elliptical polarization in the vertical196

plane. For Mars, we extended this method to analyze linear and elliptical polarization197

in any direction.198

The three component signals are converted into time-frequency space using the S-199

transform (Stockwell et al., 1996) to finally build a time-frequency dependent cross-spectrum200

matrix. This matrix is then decomposed into three eigenvectors and eigenvalues for each201

time-frequency instance. These eigenvectors and eigenvalues are then used to find the202

instantaneous polarization attributes (e.g., (Schimmel & Gallart, 2004)) such as the semi-203

major and semi-minor vectors (x′ and y′) of the ellipse that best fit the ground motion204

(red ellipse in Figure 4). The planarity vector (z′) is defined as the cross product of the205

semi major and minor vectors and it is perpendicular to the plane of the ellipse. This206

vector contains also the information on the orientation of the particle motion which moves207

along the ellipse from the semi-major to the semi-minor along the shortest path. This208

motion can be pictured using the right-hand rule. If the right-hand thumb points into209

the direction of the planarity vector then the fingers curl along the orientation of the mo-210

tion. The polarization ellipse is described by 3 angles: (1) the incident angle of the semi-211

major vector, (2) the azimuth of the semi-major vector with respect to the North, and212

(3) the ”out of vertical plane” (ovp) angle, which is the angle between the ellipse plane213

and the vertical plane. The ovp angle is 0o when the ellipse is in the vertical plane. Az-214

imuths are measured from North toward East, from 0 to 180◦, and there is an ambigu-215

ity of ±180◦ whenever the particle motion can not be assumed to be retrograde or pro-216

grade.217
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In order to measure the stability of the polarization at each time-frequency, we com-218

pute the instantaneous degree of polarization (Schimmel & Gallart, 2003, 2004). The de-219

gree of polarization (DOP) is an instantaneous quality measure based on the stability220

of an arbitrary polarization state with time. It is based on the fact that a high quality221

signal should not vary its polarization through the course of the signal or equivalently222

through a small sliding data window (Schimmel et al., 2011b). We first compute the mean223

planarity vector over a given analysis data window (equivalent to a given duration of the224

signal). The DOP is then determined as the normalized sum of the scalar products be-225

tween the instantaneous planarity vectors and the mean planarity vector. The DOP is226

equal to 1 for stable polarized signals and reaches 0 when the polarization is random.227

For linear polarization, the planarity vector is replaced by the semi-major vector for com-228

puting the DOP. This approach enables us to extract signals with stable polarization over229

time independent of their amplitudes. The detected signals can have large or small am-230

plitudes. Weak signals with stable polarization will be extracted whereas more energetic231

signals with less stable polarization over time will be discarded. This approach is designed232

to extract polarized signals from a complicated wavefield, composed of a zoology of sig-233

nals. Note that weak signals may not be detected with other methods based on a dif-234

ferent definition for the degree of polarization (e.g. Samson and Olson (1980)).235

4 Polarization analysis236

We present the polarization attributes from when the seismometers were covered237

with the Wind and Thermal Shield, i.e. after sol 81. We analyzed more than one year238

of data from sol 82 to 491, that is from 02/18/2019 - 04/13/2020. We start with the po-239

larization analysis of data shown in Figure 2, for sol 210 and 310. Figure 5 (top) shows240

that the degree of polarization (DOP) is above 0.5 almost everywhere, which means that241

there are signals with stable polarization at most frequencies and during the entire sol.242

The polarization is more stable (DOP larger than 0.85) at low frequencies below 0.3 Hz,243

and mostly during the day (7:00 to 18:00). The exact start and end time of this diur-244

nal stable polarization is slightly different between sol 210 and 310. We also observe high245

DOP values in the early morning (around 5:00) for both sols, and in the evening between246

22:00 and midnight only for sol 210. For comparison, Figure A3 (supplementary mate-247

rial) shows the DOP measured on Earth for the station SSB over one day. The DOP is248

lower on Earth (average DOP of 0.57) than on Mars (average DOP of 0.7) in the entire249

frequency band of interest, meaning that on average the polarization on Mars is more250

stable over several cycles than on Earth.251

Figure 5 (bottom) shows the linearity of the polarization. We see that the polar-252

ization is mostly elliptical for frequencies above 0.3 Hz and slightly more linear at lower253

frequencies. We also see yellow vertical lines which correspond to signals linearly polar-254

ized in the entire frequency band for short duration. They mostly correspond to tran-255

sient features and glitches that are clearly visible on the seismograms (Figure 2). For com-256

parison, the polarization is more linear on Mars (average of 0.7) than on Earth (aver-257

age of 0.5, Figure A3).258

In order to better understand the noise polarization, we analyze separately linear259

and elliptical polarized signals. If the noise contains seismic waves, the corresponding260

polarization can be linear or elliptical. Body waves have mostly linear polarization whereas261

Rayleigh waves have elliptical polarization in the vertical plane. Nevertheless, in the case262

of interference of seismic waves from multiple directions, ground motion polarization be-263

comes more complex.264

We start with the linear polarization. We select signals with linearity higher than265

0.97 and Figure 6 shows their incident angle and azimuth as a function of time and fre-266

quency for sol 210 and 310. Vertical lines visible on both the incident angle and the az-267

imuth plots mostly correspond to the numerous glitches that can be identified on the seis-268
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mic traces. The number of glitches varies from one day to another but they are more abun-269

dant at night. The azimuths are E-W in the morning and N-S at sunset. We remind the270

reader that azimuths are measured ±180◦. Glitch origin is still under debate (Lognonne271

et al., 2020; Scholtz et al., 2020). Apart from these signals visible in the entire frequency272

range, we also observe changes of polarization between day and night and between high273

and low frequencies. During the day and below 0.3 Hz, the detected signals are linearly274

polarized in the horizontal plane (incident angle close to 90◦) with azimuth toward all275

directions. Those signals might correspond to atmospheric sources (Kenda et al., 2020;276

Garcia et al., 2020). At higher frequency (above 0.3 Hz), the incident angles are tilted277

with respect to the vertical axis, with an angle of about 60◦. At this stage it is not pos-278

sible to determine the origin of these linear signals but a lander origin is likely, as pro-279

posed prior to launch (Murdoch et al., 2017).280

We now investigate signals with elliptical polarization and select signals with lin-281

earity lower than 0.9. The choice of 0.9 is arbitrary but any value around 0.8-0.9 does282

not change significantly the results. In order to determine the orientation of the polar-283

ization ellipse in the 3-D space, Figure 7a shows, for sols 210 and 310, the incident an-284

gle of the semi-major vector, the angle between the ellipse and the vertical plane and the285

azimuth of the major axis. The most striking feature in Figure 7 is the difference of el-286

liptical polarization above and below 0.3 Hz.287

Below 0.3 Hz, the major axis incident angle is close to 90◦, that is horizontal (Fig-288

ure 7a, top plots). The angle between the ellipse plane and the vertical plane (Figure289

7a, middle plots) is close to +90◦ or -90◦. This means that the particle motion is ellip-290

tical in the horizontal plane with clock-wise and anti-clockwise motion during the en-291

tire sol. The only change in this frequency band is the azimuth which is rotating over292

the day (Figure 7a, bottom plots). On sol 210, the azimuths are toward N40E to N90E293

in the morning before 7:00, then they rotate to angles between 0 to N60E during the day294

(7:00 to 18:00). Around sunset, they are close to 120◦, and at the end of the sol, they295

are again similar to morning azimuths. We observe similar azimuth variations on sol 310,296

but the time of azimuth changes are slightly shifted. On Earth, elliptical polarization297

in the horizontal plane is observed at lower frequency (below 0.04 Hz) and related to tilt298

(Koper & Hawley, 2010).299

Above 0.3Hz, Figure 7a shows that the major axis incident angle is tilted with an300

angle of about 50◦ with respect to the vertical (top plots). The middle plot shows that301

the ellipse is in the vertical plane (angle of 0◦). Finally, the ellipse azimuths are toward302

N120E-N140E during the day and no consistent azimuth can be determined at night. One303

striking feature is the change of polarization in the evening (18:00-21:00) which is more304

similar to what is observed at lower frequency. We note that it corresponds to the time305

when the signal amplitude is the lowest on the three components (Figure 3).306

Figure 7b summarizes the elliptical polarization: above 0.3 Hz and except in the307

evening, the ellipse is in the vertical plane and the major axis is tilted with respect to308

the vertical axis; below 0.3 Hz, the ellipse is in the horizontal plane with clockwise and309

anti-clockwise motion. These particle motions are far more complex than what we ob-310

serve on Earth and, at this stage, propagating waves cannot be easily identified.311

We similarly investigated all available data and observed that the discrepancy be-312

tween high and low frequency patterns is visible every sol. Figures A1 to A4 in the ap-313

pendix show the frequency dependent particle motion azimuths from sol 82 to 491, which314

correspond to more than one year on Earth. To summarize these figures, we selected a315

high frequency band (0.7-0.9 Hz) and a low frequency band (0.1-0.2 Hz) and computed316

azimuth histograms as a function of time. Figure 8 shows the most abundant azimuths317

as a function of local time and sol. We retrieve the azimuth differences between day and318

night as in Figure 7 but we also see progressive changes of these azimuths as a function319

of increasing sols. Let us first consider the LF band. About one hour after sunrise on320
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the first sol (82), the azimuth changes abruptly from 60◦ to 0◦. Later between sols 170321

and 450, around sunrise the azimuths vary progressively from 60 to 110o before the same322

abrupt change. During the day, we also see progressive changes of the azimuths with in-323

creasing sols. One hour before sunset, the azimuth becomes dominantly N-S. At HF, az-324

imuths are more scattered which can be confirmed by looking at the daily plots (Figure325

A1 to A4 ). The azimuths are different from those at LF but they also progressively change326

with increasing sol. They are around 150◦ in the morning, progressively change to 60◦327

around sunrise, then change abruptly to 120◦ one hour after sunrise, and progressively328

change again to 0◦ just before sunset and remain very scattered from sunset to midnight.329

During part of the conjunction there were no data returned from InSight. Just after it,330

and up to sol 370, we observe for both HF and LF that, just before sunset, the polar-331

ization azimuths are around 60◦. The azimuth similarity every sol and their progressive332

changes with increasing sols, may indicate that the detected signals are related to daily333

and seasonal changes. It may also indicate that these signals are not generated at the334

lander since it does not change its position. Indeed, the lander noise does not change in335

azimuth, but it changes in intensity related to the wind intensity and azimuth and to336

temperature. Lander eigenfrequencies also change over the sol but they are at higher fre-337

quency.338

Finally we investigated variations of the number of detected signals. Polarization339

attributes are computed for each time-frequency and a polarized signal is detected when340

the corresponding DOP is larger than 0.5. This threshold was determined on Earth but341

as the average DOP is larger on Mars than on Earth, we kept the same value. Figure342

9 shows the number of polarized signal detected per hour as a function of frequency for343

sol 210 and 310. The absolute numbers depend on the definition of when a signal po-344

larization is considered stable and are not important here as we compare only relative345

variations. We only considered signals with elliptical particle motion in order to exclude346

glitches. More polarized signals are detected at low frequency than at high frequency.347

After a minimum between 0.2 and 0.8 Hz, the number of detections increases again at348

higher frequency. We further see that at low frequency (below 0.3Hz), we detect a sim-349

ilar amount of polarized signals at day and night. At high frequency (0.3-0.8 Hz), slightly350

more polarized signals are detected during the day and a bit less in the evening. We also351

observe some variability of the number of detections between sol 210 and 310. Finally,352

considering the entire frequency band, we do not detect significantly more signals dur-353

ing daytime.354

5 Discussion355

Our key observations are different elliptical polarization patterns above and below356

0.3 Hz, azimuth changes over LMST hour that are different in the 2 frequency bands and357

slowly vary over sols, as well as a similar amount of polarized signals during day and night358

at low frequency and slightly more during the day at high frequency. The polarization359

ellipse is in the horizontal plane below 0.3 Hz and tilted in the vertical plane above 0.3360

H. Only in the evening, the polarization is the horizontal plane above 0.3Hz.361

On Mars, the seismic noise is likely generated by different phenomena related to362

local wind and pressure. Figure 10 shows for sol 210 and 310, the pressure filtered in the363

same frequency band as seismic data (0.03-1 Hz ) together with the wind speed and wind364

azimuth as a function of local time. The pressure fluctuates a lot during daytime and365

much less at night (Banfield et al., 2020). We observe a steady increase of wind speed366

from after sunrise to sunset, high wind with high variability during daytime, and the wind367

almost stops in the evening (the “quiet zone” described e.g. in Banfield et al. (2020)).368

Figure 11 shows the relation between the wind speed and the three components of the369

seismic root mean square (rms) amplitudes as a function of LMST. Larger seismic am-370

plitudes are observed for higher wind speeds. Furthermore the major vector azimuth of371
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the polarization ellipse is relatively well correlated with the wind direction as will be shown372

further below.373

Before investigating the possible origins of the measured polarized signals, we re-374

call here the relationship between measured seismic amplitude and wind speed as pro-375

posed in the Supplement of Giardini et al. (2020):376

n2 =

(
e2 +

(
0.0058

< v2 >

f2
+ 0.44f2 < v2 >2

))
10−20 m2/s4/Hz , (1)

where n2 is the seismic signal PSD, < v2 > is the mean squared wind speed, e is the377

instrument self noise (Lognonne et al., 2019), and f the frequency. Wind strength de-378

pendency is furthermore developed in Charalambous et al. (2020). The noise amplitude379

roughly follows a wind dependency at low frequency of
√
< v >2 and of < v >2 at high380

frequency. The frequency for which the two regimes equal depends on the wind speed381

and is about 0.3 Hz, 0.2 Hz and 0.1 Hz for winds of 1.25 m/s, 3 m/s and 10 m/s respec-382

tively. We note that, the frequency of about 0.3 Hz is also the frequency that separates383

the two types of elliptical polarization either in the horizontal or the vertical plane in384

our polarization analysis.385

In the following we focus on the origin of the measured polarized signals, which can386

be aseismic or seismic. Aseismic phenomena can be (1) instrument self noise, (2) sen-387

sor assembly and/or tether induced noise, (3) lander and wind shield noise, (4) local pres-388

sure and wind effects. On the other hand, seismic polarized signals are due to propagat-389

ing waves generated by natural sources. These sources may be in the atmosphere (5) or390

the solid planet (6). Let us now go through the different aseismic and seismic candidates391

for the observed signals in more details.392

5.1 Instrument self noise393

In the evening and at high frequency, when the lowest noise PSD is reached (Fig-394

ures 3, A.1 and A.2 in supplementary material A), the signal amplitude is close to the395

self noise of the instrument (Lognonne et al., 2020). At frequencies larger than 0.01 Hz,396

the self noise of each axis is however non-coherent in relation to the displacement trans-397

ducers and feedbacks of the VBBs (Lognonne et al., 2019) and can not generate any sta-398

ble elliptical polarization.399

5.2 Sensor assembly and tether induced noise400

The lander and the sensor assembly (SA) are connected through the tether and the401

Load Shunt Assembly (LSA). The LSA serves as a buffer to disconnect lander and tether402

motions from the SA. The LVL is the leveling system of the SA capable of tilting the403

SA for centering and calibration purposes. The lowest and more damped mode frequen-404

cies of the LSA are about 5 Hz and 8 Hz with low Q under Earth gravity and zero-slope405

condition (Lognonné et al., 2019). The mode frequencies of the LVL are much higher,406

40 Hz or more and with larger Q of about 10 (Fayon et al., 2019). The modes of the LSA407

were measured on Mars during the last move of the pinning mass. The torsional mode408

of the LSA (9.5 Hz, Q = 13) and the longitudinal modes (2.86 Hz, 5.3 Hz, Q = 25-35)409

were again detected with different Qs. Future works will detail further the on-Mars cal-410

ibrations.411

A wind interaction with the tether or a wind interaction with the lander transmit-412

ted through the tether will generate a linear signal that is transmitted to the LSA and413

then to the SA. This signal will be attenuated as
ω2

LSA

ω2
LV L

but will have a significant phase414

delay equal to the 1/Q difference between the LSA modes contributing mostly to the N,415

E and Z directions.416
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The coherency of the seismic signals recorded on the vertical and horizontal direc-417

tion could be associated to tilts or small rotation of the sensor assembly (SA). These tilts418

or rotations are generated by the SA interaction with the environment, including reac-419

tion to forces generated by the tether and not damped by the LSA.420

The three components of these coherent signals are however transmitted by LSA421

modes with different longitudinal, vertical and transverse transfer functions. As soon as422

these modes have different Q, this can generate a phase delay between the two horizon-423

tal components and the vertical one. Although this will require complete and detailed424

modeling to confirm, the phase delay measured in radians is roughly equal to the dif-425

ference of 1/Q between the LSA modes.426

In the following, we test whether such configuration can explain the measured po-427

larization for frequencies above 0.3 Hz, that is the inclined semi-major vector of the ver-428

tically polarized ellipses. In principle, the sum of an elliptical polarized signal with ver-429

tical or horizontal semi-major axis and a linear polarized signal with inclined motion can430

cause a signal with elliptical polarization and inclined semi-major axis. Therefore, we431

decomposed the measured elliptically polarized signals into the sum of an elliptical po-432

larized component in the V-H plane and a linearly polarized component with small phase433

shift with respect to the elliptical ones. The decomposition process is described in Ap-434

pendix A.435

This decomposition can be made for any phase delay between the elliptical and lin-436

ear motion, the latter remaining not constrained by this decomposition. We took a phase437

delay of 0.15 radian corresponding to the phase shift between the torsional mode of the438

LSA (Q = 13) and the longitudinal or vertical modes (Q = 25-35) as measured during439

the pinning mass adjustment on Mars which excited the LSA modes (Hurst et al., manuscript440

in preparation). We restrict here the analysis to measured polarized signals with large441

linearity, between 0.85 and 0.95. It corresponds to small B/A ratio, (in the range of 0.05-442

0.15), where A and B are the length of the semi-major and semi-minor vectors of the443

polarization ellipse, as B/A = 1− L. Results are shown in Figure 12.444

The most interesting observation is a clustering of the azimuths of the elliptical com-445

ponent in the 30-40◦ range and its perpendicular, between 120-130◦ with respect to the446

North (Figure 12, left). The first angle range is toward one foot of the SA. The H/V ra-447

tio of the elliptical components are mostly smaller than 1 above 0.5 Hz but tend to be448

larger than 1 below 0.5 Hz. All the signals have a linear component with larger energy449

than the elliptical one (Figure 12, middle). The azimuths of linear motion are more spead450

over all direction (Figure 12, right). These results support the phase delay between the451

longitudinal, vertical and transverse reactions of SEIS’s LSA as a candidate for part of452

the small ellipticity signals (in the range of 0.85-0.95 in linearity) in the frequency range453

0.3-0.8 Hz. But very large phase shifts (e.g. signal with linearity smaller than 0.85) seem454

difficult to be explained by the LSA quality factors. A full amplitude model of the pos-455

sible tether/LSA noise injection remains to be made.456

5.3 Lander and wind shield generated noise457

Both lander and wind-shield motions induced by wind are known to be sources of458

noise generating larger vertical than horizontal seismic amplitudes above ∼0.3 Hz, as was459

suggested in pre-launch studies (Murdoch et al., 2017, 2018). The lander-generated noise460

is expected to be 4 times larger than the noise caused by the wind shield. The excita-461

tion source is mostly wind drag on the lander and wind shield and therefore depends on462

the wind square velocity (v2, eq. 1) for the high frequency noise. In addition to that, the463

lander also generates resonances observed above 1 Hz (Lognonne et al., 2020; Giardini464

et al., 2020), which are above the frequency range of this study.465

The drag noise is generated through static loading on the ground of both the three466

lander feet and the wind shield. The drag of the wind shield generates displacement of467
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the three axes of the SEIS seismometer. The pre-launch estimation of this noise predicts,468

however, small noise amplitudes. For the vertical noise PSD, n2Z , the proposed depen-469

dency is:470

n2Z =

(
0.024

(
vs0
vs

)2

< v2 >2 f2/3

)
10−20m2/s4/Hz , (2)

where we set the square wind-velocity rms < v2 > during 95% of the day to 7.22 m2/s2,471

as obtained from the integration of the wind-squared amplitude spectrum between 0.1472

mHz and 1 Hz. vs is the ground shear velocity, while vs0 = 150m/s is the reference ve-473

locity used by Murdoch et al. (2017) and f is the frequency in Hz. Using ground shear474

velocities of about 70 m/s, the model provides both smaller vertical noise than observed475

(by a factor of 2 in amplitude), as well as a different frequency dependency in the high476

frequency regime, although the latter being related to hypothesis in the wind turbulence477

spectrum, to be refined with new data.478

This model, however, generates no phase shifts between the E,N,Z noise compo-479

nents and therefore cannot cause elliptically polarized motions. Phase shifts might how-480

ever be generated due to the distance between the two solar panels and the lander body.481

This may happen if their excitation is generated by traveling wind/pressure perturba-482

tions reaching the two solar panels at different times (i.e. with phase delay) (Murdoch483

et al., manuscript in preparation). The largest lander effects may then occur in the low484

wind night conditions, when the wind blows in the direction of the azimuth of the so-485

lar panels and at short periods where the phase shift would be maximum. In that case486

it is expected that the ellipticity of the polarized signals increases with frequency. This487

is not what we observe for three reasons. First, the high frequency linearity is not de-488

creasing at night (Figure 5). Second, the wind directions during night are varying with489

season (Spiga et al., 2018; Banfield et al., 2020). And third, we showed that the num-490

ber of polarized signals between morning, evening and day is relatively comparable, even491

if the wind speed and azimuth are significantly changing.492

In conclusion, we do not consider the lander generated noise as the primary source493

of elliptically polarized noise, even if a full model needs to be developed to confirm this494

hypothesis. Lander and WTS can nevertheless contribute significantly to the linear noise,495

especially those with a clear wind-square amplitude dependency, as demonstrated by Charalambous496

et al. (2020).497

5.4 Pressure fluctuation transported by the environmental wind498

We focus here on the effect of local pressure fluctuations carried by the environ-499

mental wind. During the daytime, the local pressure variations generate a compliance500

effect on the vertical component and tilt mostly visible on the horizontal components501

(Lognonne et al., 2020; Banerdt et al., 2020). Such an effect is observed on Earth at longer502

periods (e.g. Roult and Crawford (2000)) and also at the ocean bottom (e.g. Crawford503

et al. (1991)). On Mars, compliance and tilt are best observed when dust-devils (con-504

vective vortices) pass close to the Insight station (Banerdt et al., 2020; Kenda et al., 2020).505

On sol 210, 34 convective vortices were detected during the day-time.506

Pressure fluctuations carried by the environmental wind can generate elliptically507

polarized signals in the vertical plane that are distinct from the linear ground deforma-508

tion due to the pressure static loading (e.g. Farrell (1972)). The noise carried by wind509

has been proposed as one of the major sources of VBB recorded noise below 1 Hz (Lognonné510

& Mosser, 1993; Lognonne et al., 2020; Garcia et al., 2020; Kenda et al., 2020). This is511

furthermore supported by the strong correlation of the azimuth of the polarized signals512

with wind direction which is particularly striking during daytime in both high and low513

frequency bands (Figure 13). It has also been illustrated in Lognonne et al. (2020) and514

Charalambous et al. (2020).515
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Sorell’s theory (Sorrells, 1971) was developed for Mars by Kenda et al. (2017). Kenda516

et al. (2020) showed clear correlation between seismic signal and pressure in the frequency517

range 0.03-0.8 Hz and used it for estimating the sub-surface structure below the lander518

(Kenda et al., 2020). Following Sorrells (1971), pressure waves propagating at wind speed519

c will generate elliptically polarized signal in the vertical plane. If the pressure wave is520

propagating horizontally, it can be expressed as p(x, t) = p0e
iω(t−x/c). Then, for a ho-521

mogeneous half-plane, the resulting seismic signal H/Z ratio is given by:522

H

Z
=
v2s + v2p

g
cω

iv2p
, (3)

where H and Z are the horizontal and vertical seismic displacements, vp, vs are the ground523

P and S velocities, g the martian gravity and ω the angular frequency respectively. The524

term 1/i corresponds to a π/2 phase shift between horizontal and vertical components525

and therefore the polarization is elliptical in the vertical plane.526

Considering a depth dependent structure of Mars, the compliance H/V ratio be-527

comes frequency dependent and is affected to first order by larger seismic velocities due528

to compaction in the first 10 meters. This is illustrated in Figure 14 with the simple two-529

layer model developed by Kenda et al. (2020). The H/Z ratio is minimum for winds larger530

than 4-5 m/s close to frequency of 0.5 Hz, with H/Z amplitude ratio in the range of 0.2-531

0.5. This ratio is larger than one at lower frequency for almost all wind regimes. The532

ellipticity of the signal is therefore expected to vary with frequency and wind speed.533

At some frequencies and wind velocities, the compliance H/Z ratio can be com-534

parable in polarization to a Rayleigh wave. Indeed, a Rayleigh wave has a H/Z ratio of535

about 2
3i in an homogeneous medium and this ratio becomes frequency dependent when536

layered structure is considered. For Rayleigh waves and for compliance, polarization is537

always in the vertical plane and the two ellipse axis are vertical and horizontal. Differ-538

ences between compliance polarization to Rayleigh wave polarization are that compli-539

ance polarization (1) is phase velocity dependent, (2) is correlated with pressure and (3)540

has a H/Z ratio that varies with wind speed and (4) has a different H/Z amplitude ra-541

tio than Rayleigh wave polarization.542

Let us now consider the dependency of the measured linearity (L) as a function of543

wind speed. If it varies with wind speed, the polarization cannot correspond to Rayleigh544

waves. We focus on sol 210 and we consider only the frequency band above 0.3Hz, that545

is when the polarization ellipse is in the vertical plane. We exclude the LMST time be-546

tween 18:00 and 22:00 LMST time because the polarization is in the horizontal plane.547

We select DOP larger than 0.8 to keep the very stable polarization. Figure 15 represent548

the histograms of the B/A ratio of the ellipse values as a function of local time, where549

A and B are the length of the semi-major and semi-minor vectors. B/A ratio corresponds550

to 1-L. When the wind is large, between 8hr and 16hr local time, a peak with a B/A ra-551

tio of 0.2 is found, while for lower wind, the dispersion of the B/A ratio is wider. Although552

the B/A in windy period is comparable to the expected H/Z ratio shown in Figure 14,553

the incidence of the semi-major axis is tilted with respect to the vertical axis (see Fig-554

ure 7) in a way not predicted by the 1D pressure loading theory of Sorrells (1971).555

A potentially misleading observation is the lack of coherency between VBB signals556

and pressure signal apart from the active daytime activity, as already noted in Lognonne557

et al. (2020), Garcia et al. (2020), Kenda et al. (2020). Figure 16 shows the coherence558

between each seismic component and pressure in 1 hour windows. It illustrates that the559

coherency with pressure is much less during the evening and night time and at high fre-560

quencies. Coherence with pressure is low for all three components of frequencies above561

0.3 Hz day and night. The coherence is also low below 0.3 Hz at night when the pres-562

sure variability is low. During the day, the coherence with pressure increases between563

0.04 and 0.2 Hz, and the largest effect is observed on the vertical component.564
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The lack of coherence must however be taken with care in any argument rejecting565

pressure waves during the evening or night. This is illustrated by Figure 17 which shows,566

based on the VBB mean noise shown by Lognonne et al. (2020), the amplitude of the567

pressure fluctuations necessary to generate these noise levels. Only those during the day568

time are well above the minimum noise level of the pressure sensor reported by Banfield569

et al. (2020). That minimum noise level can be either the pressure sensor self-noise or570

other source of pressure fluctuation not generating seismic polarized ground deforma-571

tion. In all cases, and if we assume that Sorrells noise is a potential source above 0.2 Hz,572

this will explain the lack of coherence during the evening and night between the VBB573

signal and the pressure signal.574

Sorrells’ theory predicts seismic noise polarization that is frequency-dependent. This575

frequency dependence comes from the compliance model, from the propagating pressure576

fluctuation and from the variation of the environmental wind. In a 1D homogeneous half577

space, the compliance is not frequency-dependent. Considering a layered model with in-578

creasing rigidity with depth, the vertical component compliance roughly increases like579

f0.7 until a corner frequency in the range of 0.5-1 Hz depending on the wind (Figure 14,580

left). For the pressure, observations suggest a slope of about -1.7 (Banfield et al., 2020)581

in power and -0.85 in pressure amplitude spectrum.582

The two effects of compliance and pressure amplitude spectrum compensate and583

lead, for a stable wind, to a roughly flat spectrum in vertical ground velocity until the584

compliance corner frequency and therefore a f -spectrum in vertical seismic acceleration.585

Nevertheless, this corner frequency is strongly dependent on the first meters of the ground586

structure and could easily be moved above 1Hz even for low wind velocity. Therefore we587

do not discuss the comparison with observed seismic spectrum above 0.3 Hz. At low fre-588

quency (f ≤ 0.1 Hz), Sorell’s theory predict a elliptical motion in the vertical plane and589

now the semi-major axis is horizontal (Figure 14, right) This is not the low frequency590

observed polarization which is in the horizontal plane. Also, the pressure only cannot591

explain the observed 1/f vertical component seismic spectrum amplitude (1/f2 in PSD,592

Figure 3) at low frequency and the stability of the wind needs to be considered for gen-593

erating observations and/or injection of horizontal noise on the vertical, as the latter have594

amplitude variations like f−1 at long period due to tilt effects.595

In conclusion, whereas pressure waves are a good candidate for explaining the am-596

plitude of the seismic signals and have been well-modeled for large pressure drops (Banerdt597

et al., 2020; Lognonne et al., 2020; Kenda et al., 2020), they cannot explain the observed598

polarization, neither the horizontal polarization at low frequency, nor the inclined po-599

larization in the vertical plane at high frequency. Possibly, local lateral heterogeneities,600

as for instance the Homestead hollow (Golombek et al., 2020), may explain this polar-601

ization but this has not been investigated here.602

5.5 Acoustic emission603

In the previous section, we considered the effect of pressure drops or dust devils604

occurring at low altitude next to the lander. Here we analyze the effect of acoustic emis-605

sion whose sources are not local but at high altitude or distant from the lander. Indeed,606

infrasonic waves have been suggested as potential candidates to explain some of the events607

observed by the SEIS instrument (Martire et al., 2020). Can they explain the polarized608

background noise of SEIS?609

On Earth, winds are known to generate infrasound (Posmentier, 1974; Cuxart et610

al., 2016). Posmentier (1974) reported, for example, infrasound at 1 Hz of about 1500611

nbar2/Hz in power (15 mPa2/Hz ) for wind speeds of 40 m/s at 10 km of altitude. Let612

us use these Earth observations for a rough estimation of the possible strength of acous-613

tic pressure at the surface of Mars, considering a source correction term and the prop-614

agation from the source altitude to the ground of Mars.615
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For the source, following Goldreich and Keeley (1977), the emitted acoustic pres-616

sure at the source in the atmosphere is ρv2H
(
λ
H

)2/3
, where ρ, vH , λ and H are the at-617

mosphere density, horizontal wind velocity, large eddies’ correlation length and size, taken618

as comparable to the atmosphere height scale by Goldreich and Keeley (1977). The prop-619

agation term from the source down to the ground is
√
ed/H

d , where d is the altitude of the620

source. We can then predict from Earth observations the expected acoustic pressure on621

the ground on Mars.622

On Mars, possible sources are the turbulent wind regimes occurring during most623

of the daytime within the flow predicted by general circulation models (GCM) for sols624

210 and 310, with typical velocities of 20 m/s at about 1 km of altitude. The simple ex-625

trapolation presented above, for similar correlation length of eddies, gives an acoustic626

pressure amplitude at the ground of ∆P=0.2 mPa/Hz1/2. This value is smaller by about627

20, as compared to the Earth case.628

Acoustic emission in the atmosphere has a wind-squared dependency, although the629

wind is not the local one but the wind generating the acoustic emission. The frequency630

dependency of this acoustic source can be estimated with a Kolmogorov inertial-subrange631

model (e.g. Shields (2005)) and therefore with a frequency dependency of f−7/3.632

When such acoustic signals reach the ground at the SEIS location, they generate633

a reflected acoustic wave and a transmitted P and S wave in the solid planet. Can it ex-634

plain part of the observed signals? We neglect here the effect of surface topography on635

acoustic emission (Howe, 1991) because, the landing site is flat and also because as demon-636

strated below, the acoustic waves of interest have incident angles between 15 and 30o and637

are mostly related to high altitude winds.638

In order to estimate the amplitude and, if any, polarization properties of such acous-639

tic emission when hitting the ground, we consider again the half space breciated bedrock640

model used in the previous section. We consider a simple, isotherm atmosphere at 220K641

and 700 Pa, for which the sound speed is about 250 m/s. Reflection and Transmission642

coefficients are computed following Aki and Richards (2002) in the case of a fluid/solid643

interface. Note that analytical expressions are given by (Gualtieri et al., 2014; Zhang et644

al., 2018), as well as discussion of the critical angles for the ocean-bottom case. These645

analytical expressions can be used in our case of crust-atmosphere interface as the at-646

mosphere is a fluid.647

The pressure to seismic wave ground velocity conversion coefficients, shown in Fig-648

ure 18, are about 5x10−7m/s/Pa on the vertical component and comparable on the hor-649

izontal component between the two extreme critical angles, of about 15o and 30o respec-650

tively. With a surface acoustic pressure of 0.2 mPa/Hz1/2, this provides an estimated651

ground velocity amplitude of about 10−10 m/s/Hz1/2.652

Figure 18 shows that a specific feature of these incident acoustic waves is to gen-653

erate, for incidence angles in the range between the two critical angles, horizontal ground654

displacement amplitude larger than the vertical one, as well as an elliptical polarization655

with a semi-major axis inclined with respect to vertical, because the H/V phase delay656

is different from π/2.657

Figure 18 also shows that the variation of the linearity with the incidence angle starts658

from 1 at the first critical angle (sin ic1 = catm

vP
), decreased to about 0.6 before reach-659

ing 1 again for the second critical angle (sin ic2 = catm

vS
). It then decreases again down660

to 0.2 before growing again toward an almost horizontal linear polarization state. For661

the first critical incident angles ic1 , the angle between the semi-major vector and the ver-662

tical is 90o. For increasing incident angles, the semi-major angle with the vertical is de-663

creasing down to 45o, which is reached for the second critical incident angle ic2 .664
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The angle of 45 degrees is consistent with the measured semi-major incident an-665

gle for frequency above 0.3 Hz. This angle is measured most of the time except during666

the very low wind period between 18:00 LMST and 22:00 LMST (Figure 7). An acous-667

tic pressure source is therefore the only mechanism able to generate, for 1D models, el-668

lipticity with an oblique semi-major axis with respect to vertical. However, the pressure669

frequency dependency, for a Kolmogorov inertial-subrange model, is proportional to f−7/6.670

The pressure, P, is related to the ground velocity, V, through P = ρcV where ρ and671

c are the atmosphere density and sound speed, leading to a ground acceleration ampli-672

tude proportional to f−1/6. This frequency dependence is different from the seismic ob-673

servation, where the spectrum amplitude is proportional to 1/f at low frequency and to674

f at high frequency (Figure 3). Note that during the night, wind might remain relatively675

large at a few kilometers altitude above the surface (the so-called low-level jet, see (Banfield676

et al., 2020)) and this may provide a background noise.677

5.6 Propagating polarized seismic waves678

Finally, let us consider seismic waves as a potential source of noise. During windy679

conditions – that is, from midnight to about 18:00 LMST, we have already seen that above680

0.3 Hz, the polarization is elliptical and tilted in the vertical plane and below 0.3 Hz, the681

polarization is elliptical clock-wise and anti clockwise in the horizontal plane. For com-682

parison, Figure A3 shows the polarization attributes on Earth for station SSB and TAM683

of the GEOSCOPE Network. Rayleigh wave elliptical polarization in the vertical plane684

can be clearly identified between 0.5 and 1 Hz, that is in the secondary microseism fre-685

quency band (e.g. (Tanimoto & Rivera, 2005; Schimmel et al., 2011b; Stutzmann et al.,686

2009)). Between 0.05 and 0.1 Hz, there is more equipartition between Rayleigh and Love687

waves (Nishida et al., 2008; Nishida, 2014). Horizontal polarization related to tilt is ob-688

served below 0.04 Hz (e.g. (Koper & Hawley, 2010))689

The analysis of the measured seismic polarization on Mars suggest that a large part690

of the signals have wind-induced origins. It is therefore better to concentrate on the “quiet691

zone” time window between 18:00 and 22:00, when the local wind is extremely small and692

the corresponding local or regional noise source discussed above weaken.693

Whereas during most of the time, the high frequency signals are polarized in the694

vertical plane, between 18:00 and 22:00 they are polarized in the horizontal plane (Fig-695

ure 7) and the linearity becomes closer to 0.9. It therefore suggests a background of lin-696

early polarized signals, relatively isotropic in azimuth. These signals may correspond to697

seismic propagating waves.698

We speculate that this low-level background noise above 0.3 Hz and between 18699

and 22 LMST hours is the only candidate for a seismic wave background noise. The cor-700

responding azimuths are relatively isotropic. All events detected so far have shown large701

evidence of scattering, including below 1 Hz (Giardini et al., 2020; Lognonne et al., 2020).702

The polarization of these events has been analyzed (Clinton et al., 2020) and only for703

few of them, a polarization associated to P or S could be measured. None of these events704

showed an elliptical polarization in the vertical plane as expected for Rayleigh waves.705

In its multi-diffusion regime, seismic background will therefore have about 10 times more706

energy in S waves than P waves (Aki (1992), Papanicolaou et al. (1996)) which there-707

fore support mostly horizontally linearly polarized seismic waves. Multiple conversions708

of these waves would also generate surface waves, dominantly Love waves if S-wave hor-709

izontally polarized are dominant.710

Background seismic noise may be generated by conversion of acoustic waves or by711

thermal cracks. In the evening, when the ground is cooling, high frequency seismic sig-712

nals associated with surface thermal cracks are detected (Dahmen et al., 2020). One pos-713

sibility, that needs to be confirmed, is that the observed horizontally polarized signals714

are the low frequency component of these thermal cracks.715
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6 Conclusion716

Seismic noise on Mars, recorded by the Insight station during the first 491 sols of717

the mission, is 500 times smaller than on Earth at night around 0.2 Hz and the lowest718

noise level reaches -200 dB in acceleration. The noise level in the frequency band 0.03-719

1 Hz is higher during the day at all frequencies and, furthermore, the vertical axis is nois-720

ier during daytime than the horizontal.721

The time-frequency polarization of seismic noise on Mars is investigated using the722

method developed for studying Earth noise (Schimmel et al., 2011b; Stutzmann et al.,723

2009). The key point is the use of the degree of polarization which enables us to extract724

signals with stable polarization as a function of time and frequency, whatever their am-725

plitude. Whereas on Earth, we can clearly identify Rayleigh waves polarization in the726

secondary microseismic frequency band and both Rayleigh and Love waves in the pri-727

mary microseismic frequency band, on Mars the polarization is more complex.728

We measured polarized signals at all frequencies between 0.03 and 1 Hz and at all729

times. Linearly polarized glitches can be clearly identified and they are more abundant730

during the night as also observed by (Scholtz et al., 2020). Signals with elliptical polar-731

ization have different patterns at low (0.03-0.3Hz) and high (0.3-1Hz) frequencies. At732

low frequency, these signals are always polarized in the horizontal plane with both clock-733

wise and anticlockwise motion. At high frequency they are polarized in the vertical plane734

and the major axis is tilted with respect to the vertical, except between 18:00 and 22:00735

LMST time. The measured azimuths are different in the two frequency bands but they736

both strongly vary over LMST time with abrupt changes around sunset and sunrise. They737

also display progressive variations from one sol to another following seasonal changes,738

along the 480 sols of the mission. These azimuths are correlated with wind direction in739

both frequency ranges, particularly during the day.740

We investigated the possible origins of this polarized noise. Results for the differ-741

ent noise source candidates are summarized in Table 1. We excluded sensor self noise742

and lander noise as they only generate linearly polarized signals. LSA or tether noise may743

only explain a small fraction of the polarized signals, which have linearity above 0.8. Com-744

pliance effect generated by pressure waves propagating along the planet surface at the745

wind speed is a good candidate for explaining part of the HF polarized signals. The re-746

sulting elliptical polarization is in the vertical plane as our observation above 0.3 Hz, but747

this mechanism cannot explain the measured inclined semi-major axis of the polariza-748

tion ellipse. The only mechanism that we have found which can generate a tilt of the ver-749

tical ellipse, corresponds to acoustic waves coming from the atmosphere and hitting the750

ground at the SEIS location with an incident angle around 15-30o.751

Finally it is only during low wind time, that is between 18:00 and 24:00 LMST at752

frequency higher than 0.3Hz, that we can investigate the seismic background noise. The753

signals are polarized in the horizontal plane, they are more linear and they have isotropic754

azimuths which is not the case for the rest of the sol. We consider that this low-level back-755

ground noise is the only candidate for the seismic wave background noise. In the shal-756

low layers corresponding to a multiple-diffusion medium, this seismic background noise757

would mostly correspond to S-waves and Love waves, which is consistent with almost lin-758

ear polarization in the horizontal plane. Sources of these seismic waves are still to be dis-759

covered.760
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Vertical Power ( 10−20 m2/s4/Hz) LF polarization (0.03-0.3 Hz) HF polarization (0.3-1 Hz) Azimuth

Observations e2 + 0.0058<v
2>
f2 + 0.44f2 < v2 >2 ellipse in the inclined ellipse in varying over LMST

horizontal plane the vertical plane and season

Sensor self noise e2 = 0.125 f−1.2 + 0.49 + 2 f3 none none none

Lander Noise 0.1
〈
v2
〉2
f2/3 linear ( L = 1) linear (L = 1) lander related

LSA/Tether noise expected < 100 by design 0.8 < L < 1 0.8 < L < 1 tether or feet related

Pressure waves noise > f−0.4

22.5 ×
(
observation− e2

)
ellipse in the vertical plane ellipse in the vertical plane toward the source

Acoustic emission noise 0.015
〈
v2
〉2
f−1/6 inclined ellipse in inclined ellipse in toward the source

the vertical plane the vertical plane

Micro-seismic noise less than acoustic linear or elliptical linear or elliptical toward the source or
emission noise random in scattered medium

Table 1. Summary of the noise observations and their possible sources. Observations are from Lognonne et al. (2020), Giardini et al. (2020) and this study. Sen-

sor self noise is from Lognonne et al. (2019), with an approximation valid between 0.02Hz and 1 Hz. Lander noise is from Murdoch et al. (2017). A lower bound

of the pressure noise is estimated from the ratio between day VBBZ noise and the coherent part of it with respect to the product of wind by pressure, the later

recorded by APSS (see Supplement 1 of Lognonne et al. (2020)). This ratio varies from 3 at 0.1 Hz to 4.6 at 1 Hz. L is the polarization linearity. Acoustic emission

noise estimation is from Earth scaling as developed in the text. Other wind related noise sources on the horizontal axis could be considered, such as wind-induced

ground cooling. All frequencies are in Hz.
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7 Appendix: Polarization decomposition772

Let us consider the frame (0x’y’z’) corresponding respectively to the semi-major773

axis, semi-minor axis and to the direction perpendicular to the elliptical particle motions.774

In this axis, the particle motion can be expressed as:775

x′ = A cos(ωt) ,

y′ = A(1− L) sin(ωt) ,

z′ = 0. , (4)

where ω, A and  L are the angular frequency, the intensity of the particle motion and the776

polarization linearity, respectively.777

Figure 4 shows a sketch of the ellipse of polarization and the Euler angles. Let us778

search first the three Euler angle necessary to rotate this frame into the one given by the779

polarization analysis, which characterizes the elliptical particle motion with three an-780

gles: (1) the incidence angle, IP , of the semi-major axis x’ with the vertical axis , (2) the781

azimuth, ψP , between North and the projection of the semi-major axis on the horizon-782

tal plane and (3) the angle θP between z’, that is the perpendicular to the plane x’-y’783

and its projection on the the horizontal plane. The nutation angle θ is equal to π/2−784

θP . The two other angles can be obtained by taking the first column of the Euler rota-785

tion matrix, which provides the components of the unit vector x’ in the reference N,W,Z+
786

basis (noted xyz hereafter) after the Euler rotation. This can be written as787

ex′ = (cosψ cosφ− sinψsinφ cos θ)ex + (sinψ cosφ+ cosψ sinφ cos θ)ey + sin θ sinφez. (5)

The scalar product of this vector with the vertical axis is by definition the cosine of the788

incidence angle, so we have789

cos(IP ) = sin(θ) sin(φ). (6)

We then get the azimuth by computing the scalar product of the horizontal projection790

of ex′ (with normalization to 1) on North, which gives791

cos(ψP ) =
cosψ cosφ− sinψ cos θ sinφ√

cos2 φ+ cos2 θ sin2 φ
, (7)

We have also :792

cos(ψP ) = cos(ψ + δψ) = cos(ψ) cos(δψ)− sin(ψ) sin(δψ) (8)

By analogy between equation (6) and (7) we get:793

cos(δψ) =
cos(φ)√

cos2 φ+ cos2 θ sin2 φ
(9)

and794

sin(δψ) =
cos(θ) sin(φ)√

cos2 φ+ cos2 θ sin2 φ
(10)
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and finally tan δψ = cosθ tanφ and we get the last and third Euler angle. Let us now795

assume that the particle motion is expressed as a vertical/horizontal elliptical motion796

and a linearly polarized one, the later having a phase delay φN with respect to the ver-797

tical amplitude of the elliptical motion. In the (xyz) frame, we can express the particle798

motion after Euler rotation on the three components as:799

x = ExxA cos(ωt) + ExyA(1− L) sin(ωt) , (11)

y = EyxA cos(ωt) + EyyA(1− L) sin(ωt) , (12)

z = EzxA cos(ωt) + EzyA(1− L) sin(ωt) , (13)

where Eij are the elements of the Euler rotation matrix. Same particle motion can be800

written as the composition of the two (linear and elliptical) motions:801

x = Hx sin(ωt) +N cosψN cos(ωt− φN ) , (14)

y = Hy sin(ωt) +N sinψN cos(ωt− φN ) , (15)

z = Z cos(ωt) +Nz cos(ωt− φN ) , (16)

where Hx, Hy,Z, N , ψN , Nz are the x, y components of the elliptical motion, the z’ com-802

ponent of the elliptical motion, the horizontal linear motion, the azimuth of the horizon-803

tal motion and the vertical linear motion respectively. After replacing, these six com-804

ponents can be determined by equating the 6 cosine and sin equations as functions of805

A, of the 4 parameters of the particle motion in the Oxyz (L,ψP ,θP ,IP ) and of the phase806

delay parameter φN between the elliptical and linear motions. We then get:807

tan(ψN ) =
Eyx
Exx

,

N

A
=

√
E2
xx + E2

yx

cos(φN )
,

Hx

A
= Exy(1− L)− N

A
cos(ψN ) sin(φN ) ,

Hy

A
= Eyy(1− L)− N

A
sin(ψN ) sin(φN ) ,

Nz
A

=
Ezy(1− L)

sin(φN )
,

Z

A
= Ezx −

Ezy(1− L)

tan(φN )
.

We note that the smaller the phase shift φN is, the larger will be the vertical components808

of the linear motion, as it is the only one matching the sin component on the vertical809

component. The azimuth with respect to North in the N,E of the horizontal components810

of the elliptical polarized motion is tan(ψH) = −Hy

Hx
while the one of the linear com-811

ponent will be −φN . All components for Z downward are the opposite for Nz and Z.812
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Figure 1. Insight lander and seismic station on Mars. The top plot shows Insight’s location

(red triangle) on the Mars topography map. The bottom plot is a sketch of the station and gives

the position of the seismometer SEIS (orange) with respect to the lander (light blue) and its 3

feet (small circles), and with respect to the HP3 instrument (brown). The 2 solar panels attached

to the lander are in dark blue and yellow.
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Figure 2. Continuous signals recorded by the 3 components of InSight’s broadband seismome-

ter on Mars (top: Z, middle: N , bottom: E). on sol 210 (left) and 310 (right) filtered between

0.03 and 1 Hz.

Figure 3. Average noise level recorded on Mars by the 3 components of InSight’s broadband

seismometer (left: Z, middle: N , right: E) over sol 82 to 491. Top: Power spectral density in dB

with respect to acceleration as a function of frequency. Earth low noise model from (Peterson,

1993) is shown with white dashed lines. The instrument self noise is plotted in red line. Bottom:

average spectrogram as a function of LMST local hour.
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Figure 4. Sketch of the ellipse of polarization (red) with semi-major and semi-minor vectors

x′ and y′. The planarity vector z′ is perpendicular to the ellipse plane. The geographical axes

are E, N, Z and the Euler angles are ψ, ϕ and θ. The ellipse of polarization is defined by 3 an-

gles: (1) the semi major vector azimuth with respect to North, (2) its incident angle with respect

to the vertical and (3) the ”out of vertical plane” (ovp) angle. The ovp angle is 0o when the el-

lipse of polarization is in the vertical plane. The motion in the ellipse plane is from x′ toward y′

as indicated by the red arrow.

Figure 5. Degree of polarization, DOP, (top) and linearity (bottom) as a function of LMST

time and frequency for sol 210 (left) and 310 (right). A higher DOP means that the signal polar-

ization is more stable within the considered time-frequency window.
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Figure 6. Incident angle and azimuth of signals with linear polarization as a function of

LMST time and frequency for sol 210 (left) and 310 (right). The colours mark the incident and

azimuth angles in degrees and are measured from the vertical and the North over East, respec-

tively.

a.

b.
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LF	ellipse	

N	
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Figure 7. For signals with elliptical polarization, incident angle of the major axis (a. top),

angle between the ellipse and the vertical plane (a. middle) and azimuth of the major vector

(a. bottom) as a function of LMST time and frequency for sol 210 (a. left) and 310 (a. right).

Angles are all in degrees. Azimuth are between 0 and 180◦ with an ambiguity of 180◦. A sketch

of the high frequency and low frequency ellipse of polarization is shown in b.
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Figure 8. For signals with elliptical polarization, azimuth of the particle motion as a function

of LMST time for sols 85 to 365, every 5 sols. Frequency bands are 0.1-0.2 Hz (left) and (0.5-0.9

Hz (right). Summer solstice is on sol 308. Data were not available during conjunction. Black

lines indicate sunrise and sunset times each sol.

Figure 9. Number of polarized signals detected per hour as a function of frequency in the

morning (0:00-7:00, blue curves), during the day (7:00-18:00, red curves) and the evening (18:00-

24:00, green curves) on sol 210 (left) and 310 (right).
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Figure 10. For sol 210 (left) and 310 (right), wind speed, wind direction and pressure. Pres-

sure is band-pass filtered between 0.03 and 0.99 Hz to be compared with seismic data. Sunrise is

at 6:01 and 5:35 and sunset at 18:14 and 17:53, for sol 210 and 310 respectively.
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Figure 11. Seismic amplitude rms in acceleration as a function of local wind speed and

LMST for each component E/W, N/S and vertical in the frequency band 0.1-0.3 Hz (top row)

and 0.5-0.9 Hz (bottom row). Sol 210 is shown on the left and sol 310 on the right. Colors corre-

spond to the LMST hours.
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Figure 12. Decomposition of the elliptically polarized signals from sol 210 into elliptical and

linear components assuming a phase delay of 0.15 radians between both components. From left

to right are shown the H/V ratio of the elliptical components, the ratio between elliptical and

linear component and the H/V ratio of the linear component. Shown are only polarized signals

with degree of polarization larger than 0.75, frequencies between 0.3 Hz and 0.8 Hz and linearity

between 0.85 and 0.95 (B/A ratio between 0.05 and 0.15). This corresponds to signals with small

but stable ellipticity. For the selected phase shift, a significant amount of elliptical components is

found along the 30-40 degree North azimuth and its perpendicular direction. Both, the elliptical

and linear component have signals with H/V ratio below one than above. Most of the signals

have more energy on the linear component than on the elliptical component, tending toward

equivalent energy at 0.8 Hz.
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Figure 13. Polarization azimuths (color) in the frequency band 0.5-0.9 Hz (top) and 0.1-0.3

Hz (bottom) and wind azimuth (grey) for sol 210 (left) and 310 (right). Measured azimuths are

plotted in blue and red and these angles + 180◦ are in orange and green, respectively.

Figure 14. Vertical and horizontal compliances for the two layer model of Kenda et al.

(2020). The first layer is 5 meters thick with Vp and Vs of 198 m/s and 118 m/s, while the

second layer is a semi-infinite layer with Vp and Vs of 926 m/s and 512 m/s, respectively. This

model averages the more complex model proposed by Lognonne et al. (2020). The horizontal

acceleration is the sum of both the horizontal tilt and of the horizontal ground acceleration and

converted to ground velocity. Together with the vertical ground velocity, they are shown for dif-

ferent wind velocities as a function of frequency on the left figure. The color bar represents the

range of wind values from 2 m/s to 20 m/s. The right figure shows the amplitude of the H/V

ratio. The phase of the H/V for a layered model is the same as for an homogeneous model and

equal to −i.
.
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Figure 15. Histograms of the B/A ratio of the detected signals for sol 210 and frequencies

above 0.3 Hz, when the polarization ellipse is in the vertical plane, that is from LMST hour 0-18

and 22-24. Only signals with degree of polarisation larger than 0.8 are shown. For the large wind

regime, between LMST hours 8 and 14, histograms have a clear peak for B/A of about 0.2.
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Figure 16. Coherence between pressure and seismic velocity as a function of frequency for

each component: vertical (top) , N-S (middle), E-W (bottom) for sol 201 (left) and sol 310

(right), considering windows of one hour each. Dashed and dotted lines correspond to LMST

hours 12 and 14 for sol 210, 13 and 9 for sol 310 for which coherence is the highest.
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Figure 17. This figure provides the estimation of the pressure noise able to generate typical

SEIS noise levels for different wind conditions. The three typical SEIS noise levels, from lowest

to highest in acceleration spectral amplitude, are those of the late evening (17:45-23:45 LMST),

night (1:00-7:00 LMST) and day (9:00-15:00), as provided by the supplement 1 of Lognonne et al.

(2020). This is shown on the left for the vertical VBB component and on the right for the VBB

horizontal component. The black line shows the lowest pressure noise spectra recorded by the

InSight pressure sensor (Banfield et al., 2020). This shows that the SEIS noise, if due to pressure

wave and above 0.1 Hz, needs, for the vertical axis, pressure much less than the resolution of

the pressure sensor under evening and night conditions. The necessary pressure on the horizon-

tal components are however detectable for frequencies smaller than 0.2 Hz in the night. They

are also always above the pressure sensor noise level during day conditions, which allows some

pressure decorrelation during this period (Garcia et al., 2020)

.
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Figure 18. Transfer coefficient between the pressure amplitude of an acoustic wave and the

horizontal and vertical ground velocity and impacts in terms of ground ellipticity. The left fig-

ure provides the transfer coefficient, as a function of incidence of the pressure wave with respect

to vertical, between the amplitude of the pressure wave and the vertical and horizontal ground

velocities for a simple interface between Mars’ atmosphere (with sound speed of 250 m/s and

atmospheric density of 0.017 kg/m3) and a breciated bedrock (Vp and Vs of 926 m/s and 512

m/s respectively and density of 2600 kg/m3). The two critical angles and the one canceling the

P transmitted wave are detailed in the text and are shown by the three red lines (first critical

angle related to P, angle for no P transmission and second critical angle related to S). The two

middle figures show the amplitude and phase of the H/V ratio, as a function of incidence angle.

Below the first critical angle of 15.6 degrees, the transfer coefficients are all real. They start to be

complex after the first critical angle, with a variation from 360◦ to 90◦ of the H/V phase, until

the second critical angle is reached, for an inclination of 29.1◦. The phase remains to 90◦. The

last panel shows the linearity and the inclination of the semi-major axis of the elliptical signal.

For linearity of 1, the semi-major axis is the axis of linear polarization. When the incidence an-

gle increases from the first critical angle to the incidence cancelling transmitted P, the linearity

decreases down to about 0.6 before reaching 1 again for an incidence angle of 20.1◦. The angle of

the semi-major axis varies from 90◦ to 45◦ with respect to vertical. The same type of variation

occurs between the 20.1◦ incidence and the second critical angle, with the linearity decreasing

down to about 0.2 for the third critical angle and again a rotation of the semi-major axis. The

semi-major axis remains vertically oriented after the second critical angle, while the linearity is

growing toward 1 for large incidences.
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A Supplementary Material1025

Figure A1 and A2 display the spectrograms of the three seismic components for1026

sol 210 and 310. We observe higher noise amplitude during the day and the lowest am-1027

plitude in the evening between 1 and 3 sec of period. In this study we only investigated1028

polarization in the frequency band 0.03-1 Hz and therefore the results are not affected1029

by the resonance modes visible as yellow horizontal lines at higher frequency.1030

Figure A3 shows the degree of polarization and linearity of the noise particle mo-1031

tion as a function of UTC time and frequency recorded on Earth by the station SSB in1032

France and TAM in Algeria from the GEOSCOPE network on 2020/03/20. As for Mars,1033

we kept only DOP larger than 0.5. The DOP measured with the same parameters is lower1034

on Earth (average dop of 0.62) than on Mars (average dop of 0.7) in the entire frequency1035

band, meaning that the polarization on Mars is more stable over several cycles than on1036

Earth. Figure A3 clearly shows the separation between the primary and secondary mi-1037

croseisms around 0.1 Hz. The linearity (median of 0.6) is lower in the secondary micro-1038

seism frequency band, between 0.12-0.2 Hz, where Rayleigh waves dominate. Between1039

0.05 and 0.1 Hz, in the frequency band of the primary microseism, the linearity is more1040

variable due to equipartition between Rayleigh and Love waves. These patterns are not1041

observed on Mars (Figure 5) where there is no ocean and therefore no source of micro-1042

seims. Considering only detected signals with elliptical polarization (linearity smaller than1043

0.9), Figure A3 also shows the incident angle of the major vector, the angle between the1044

ellipse and the vertical planes and the azimuth of the major axis. In the entire frequency1045

band, the ellipse is dominantly in the vertical plane. In the frequency range of the sec-1046

ondary microseisms, the histogram of incident angle of the semi-major angle with respect1047

to the vertical is maximum around 20-30o for SSB and 10-20o for TAM.1048

Figures A4 to A7 show the azimuth of the measured signals with elliptical polar-1049

ization as a function of LMST and frequency for sol 82 to 481. We see the discrepancy1050

between high and low frequency and the progressive changes from one sol to another caused1051

by seasonal changes. Some features such as the horizontal red lines on sol 118 to 121 are1052

due to hammering next to the sensor for HP3 experiment.1053
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Figure A.1. Spectrogram of the ELYSE station seismic acceleration for the 3 components on

sol 210. –38–
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Figure A.2. Spectrogram of the ELYSE station seismic acceleration for the 3 components Z,

N and E on sol 310. –39–
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Figure A.3. Polarization attributes on Earth for stations SSB (left) and TAM (right) of the

GEOSCOPE network on 2020/03/20. From top to bottom: Degree of polarization (DOP), lin-

earity, incident angle of the major vector, out-of-vertical plane angle (OVP) and azimuth of the

major vector. Both, the DOP and the linearity are lower than on Mars. The minimum number

of detected signals around 0.1 Hz corresponds to the separation between the primary and sec-

ondary microseisms. Elliptical polarization is in the vertical plane (OVP=0) in almost the entire

frequency range and the incident angle of the semi major axis is closer to the vertical than on

Mars.
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Figure A.4. For signals with elliptical polarization, azimuth of the particle motion as a func-

tion of LMST time and frequency for sols 82 to 206. Azimuth is measured in degrees, clockwise

from North.
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Figure A.5. For signals with elliptical polarization, azimuth of the particle motion as a func-

tion of LMST time and frequency for sols 207 to 356. Azimuth is measured in degrees, clockwise

from North.
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Figure A.6. For signals with elliptical polarization, azimuth of the particle motion as a func-

tion of LMST time and frequency for sols 357 to 481. Azimuth is measured in degree, clockwise

from North.
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Figure A.7. For signals with elliptical polarization, azimuth of the particle motion as a func-

tion of LMST time and frequency for sols 482 to 491. Azimuth is measured in degree, clockwise

from North.
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